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11 Questions

#1410: Will an independence referendum *pass in Scotland?

Recent News
American Billionaire Makes Risky Bet on Greece Debt Deal - New
York Times 06/10/15 00:01

Opened on 08/20/14, CLOSED on 09/18/14, resolved as "No"
Your Last Forecast: 09/10/14 13:30   Elections Europe-Western Domestic Conflict
Your Last

A. Yes

15%

Eurosceptic Italian party delivers 200000-signature petition for exiting
euro - RT 06/09/15 15:34

View the question

Italian Eurosceptic 'The Five Star Movement' (M5S) has filed a new petition with
200,000 signatures, calling for a referendum on the country's exit from the
Eurozone and Italy's monetary future with the European bloc. The signatures were
presented to ...

#1432: Will the VSTOXX Index close at or above 23.00 **before 1 May 2015?

Greek exit would trigger eurozone collapse, says Alexis Tsipras - The
Guardian 06/09/15 13:54

Opened on 09/17/14, CLOSED on 10/09/14, resolved as "Yes"
Your Last Forecast: Withdrawn   Economic Growth/Policy Europe-Western Europe-Eastern
Your Last

A. Yes

60%

He also said the exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and the euro has been in
ranges that are fully explainable by the difference in conditions in the United
States and Europe and should not "warrant significant questions." (Reporting by
Randall ...

#1436: How many Eurozone banks will fail the European Central Bank's
*comprehensive assessment?

ECB's Noyer: Greek exit would not cause instability for the Eurozone
- ForexLive 06/08/15 14:59

Opened on 09/17/14, CLOSED on 10/25/14, resolved as "25 or more"
Your Last Forecast: 10/22/14 07:48   Economic Growth/Policy Europe-Western Europe-Eastern
Your Last

A. 8 or less

0%

B. 9 to 17

85%

C. 18 to 24

15%

D. 25 or more

0%

#1454: Will Germany **officially report a negative GDP growth rate for the third
quarter of 2014?
Opened on 10/22/14, CLOSED on 11/13/14, resolved as "No"
Your Last Forecast: None   Economic Growth/Policy Europe-Western
Your Last

A. Yes

—
View the question

3) A debt brake, a pledge that Greece would never fall back into the primary
deficits that caused the crisis in the first place. And he then outlines how the
eurozone needs deep reforms, to finally complete the monetary union. We would
sign up for that ...

In response to the news that Greece would be postponing its IMF repayments,
press reports were filled with doom-and-gloom pronouncements that this was
finally the beginning of a “Grexit,” or Greek exit from the Eurozone. An exit
would happen if Greece ...

One-third of large investors expect Grexit from eurozone - Financial
Times 06/07/15 05:22
One-third of large investors expect a Greek exit from the eurozone as negotiations
between Athens and its creditors over a desperately needed €7.2bn bailout package
deteriorate. According to a poll of 78 institutional investors, including international
...

Greece delays IMF payment, sparking fears of a eurozone exit - The
Week Magazine 06/06/15 04:07

Syriza Has No Choice: Greece Must Prepare to Leave the Eurozone In These Times 06/05/15 18:12

Opened on 01/07/15, CLOSED on 01/25/15, resolved as "Yes"
Your Last Forecast: 01/26/15 06:35   Elections Europe-Western Domestic Conflict
Your Last

100%
View the question

By favoring the “stay in the euro” platform instead of focusing on ending the
social catastrophe of austerity and preparing the Greek people for the difficult
steps that such an exit would entail, Syriza has favored the status quo and the
financial ...
Eurozone crisis live - The Guardian 06/05/15 06:49
The Agenda: Greece's IMF delay raises the stakes. Good morning. The Greek
crisis is coming towards the boil today, following Athens' unexpected decision not
to pay the International Monetary Fund a €300m repayment due today. By
delaying that payment ...

Bank liquidity cut would mean exit from eurozone - Financial Times

#1500: When will **Standard and Poor's downgrade Greece's sovereign credit
rating?

06/04/15 23:52
Sir, Martin Wolf looks at scenarios following a Greek government default
(“Greece needs a deal before midnight”, June 3). He says the government would
have to decide “whether to try to remain inside the eurozone, even without
normally functioning banks ...

Opened on 02/04/15, CLOSED on 02/06/15, resolved as "**Before 13 March 2015"
Your Last Forecast: None   Economic Growth/Policy Europe-Western
Your Last

—
Answer Option Voided

Varoufakis says Greece needs deal quickly; Obama urges action - as it
happened - The Guardian 06/08/15 07:17

The Greek government has announced that it will delay a scheduled payment of
€300 million to the International Monetary Fund, raising fears that it may default
and leave the eurozone. The money was due today, but the move is a legal one.
Under IMF ...

#1483: Will the Syriza party be in the majority governing coalition in Greece's
Parliament after the 25 January 2015 general **elections?

A. **Before 13 March 2015

All the biggest trading floors in the world have screens locked on ForexLive™.
We provide real-time forex news and analysis at the highest level while making it
accessible for less-experienced traders.

Why Greece Is Not Leaving The Eurozone, Despite Its Latest Defiant
Move - Huffington Post 06/07/15 17:03

View the question

A. Yes

His warning on the fate of the eurozone came after what appeared to be a
coordinated move by world leaders at the G7 summit to caution Athens against
resisting demands by its troika of creditors – the European commission, the
International Monetary ...

Greek exit would not be problem for euro zone - ECB's Noyer Reuters 06/08/15 15:48

View the question

B. **Between 13 March and 30 April 2015

But Greece may prove to be the toughest test yet of his knack for cashing in on
eurozone crisis spots. Mr. Ross, who built his career investing in distressed assets,
is the ringleader of a group of investors who last year pumped 1.3 billion euros,
or ...

Greece moves closer to eurozone exit after delaying €300m repayment
to IMF - The Guardian 06/04/15 17:34
Greece has moved closer to default and possible exit from the eurozone after
telling the International Monetary Fund it would not be making a debt repayment
of €300m (£219m) due on Friday. A crisis that has been going on for more than
five years ...
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Good Judgment Project
C. Not **before 1 May 2015

Answer Option Voided
Grexit to Have Positive Effect on Greece, Eurozone - German MEP Sputnik International 06/03/15 20:49

View the question

#1527: **Between 18 March and 1 May 2015, will the European Commission, the
European Central Bank, or the IMF agree to release any bailout funds to Greece?
Opened on 03/18/15, CLOSED on 04/30/15, resolved as "No"
Your Last Forecast: 04/15/15 20:09   Economic Growth/Policy Europe-Western
Your Last

A. Yes

0%
View the question

... company, which is the biggest electricals retailer in Greece, where it trades as
Kotsovolos, was well prepared and could even benefit from the struggling nation
leaving the single currency. He said: “We've got a detailed plan if Greece decides
exit ...

EU dream set to unravel as defiant Greece REFUSES to pay back
massive debts - Express.co.uk 06/03/15 15:06

Why Greece might still choose to leave the euro - FT Alphaville
(registration) 06/03/15 07:21

Opened on 03/18/15, CLOSED on 05/07/15, resolved as "Between 10% and 15%, inclusive"
Your Last Forecast: 05/06/15 07:30   Elections Europe-Western
Your Last

Answer Option Voided

B. Between 10% and 15%, inclusive
C. More than 15%

Dixons Carphone draws up plans in case Greece exits the eurozone The Independent 06/03/15 15:13

By declaring it won't pay the €300million (£216million) it owes to the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) by Friday, the Greek government has signalled
it is prepared to take a step closer to exiting the euro and plunging the single
currency into crisis.

#1530: What percentage of the popular vote will the United Kingdom
Independence Party (UKIP) earn in the 7 May 2015 **elections?

A. Less than 10%

MOSCOW (Sputnik) — Greece's exit from the Eurozone would have a positive
impact on both the country and the monetary union, Alternative for Germany
(AfD) Party member of the European Parliament, Joachim Starbatty, told Sputnik
Wednesday.

65%

Officially, Syriza wants Greece to remain in the euro area — but the strength of
this desire obviously depends on the circumstances. There is no point in avoiding
the costs of exit if staying in the single currency only guarantees years of
stagnation ...

Greece bailout talks: an intractable crisis with three possible outcomes
- The Guardian 06/02/15 12:04
Tsipras has been trying to ride two horses at once : the desire of Greek voters to
both end austerity and stay in the euro. The moment is rapidly arriving when
Tsipras has to decide which of the two goals is the more important, because it
looks as if ...

Answer Option Voided
View the question

Will gold rise if Greece exits the Eurozone? - Motley Fool Australia

#1498: Will the Conservative party hold more seats than any other party in the
UK House of Commons after the 7 May 2015 **elections?
Opened on 01/21/15, CLOSED on 05/07/15, resolved as "Yes"
Your Last Forecast: 05/06/15 07:32   Elections Europe-Western

06/02/15 04:13
A Greek exit from the Eurozone and reversion to using the Drachma currency
does not appear to be in anyone's best interests. However with radical leftists in
power and limited popular support for economic reforms, maybe, just maybe,
Greece will decide ...

Euro on the slide as Greek debt crisis and poor PMI data grips the
currency ... - This is Money 06/01/15 11:15
Your Last

A. Yes

85%

The euro took a tumble today as a possible Greek exit from the eurozone draws
ever nearer and after manufacturing data revealed the currency bloc is still
struggling for growth. Last night Greece missed a self-imposed deadline for
reaching an agreement ...

View the question

#1470: When will Mariano Rajoy **vacate the office of Prime Minister of Spain?
Opened on 11/19/14, CLOSED on 05/31/15, resolved as "Not **before 1 June 2015"
Your Last Forecast: 01/18/15 15:42   Leader Entry/Exit Europe-Western
Your Last

A. **Before 1 February 2015

Answer Option Voided

B. **Between 1 February and 31 March 2015

Answer Option Voided

C. **Between 1 April and 31 May 2015

Answer Option Voided

D. Not **before 1 June 2015

100%
View the question

#1504: **Before 10 June 2015, will it be **officially announced that any country is
exiting the eurozone or the European Union?
Opened on 02/04/15, CLOSED on 06/09/15, resolved as "No"
Your Last Forecast: 04/28/15 13:33   Diplomatic Relations Europe-Western Economic Growth/Policy
Your Last

A. Yes

0%
View the question

β: 0.0857 0.0893 126548 1r1 58def0c408da823aa1a6941325707e15
0.0003, 0.0607, 0.0005, 0.0104, 0.0013, 0.0000, 0.0113, 0.0004
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